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mobile phone use and mental health a review of the research May 22 2024 the main research results
included associations between frequent mobile phone use and mental health outcomes such as
depressive symptoms and sleep problems mobile phone use at bedtime was associated with e g shorter
sleep duration and lower sleep quality
smartphone addiction and associated health outcomes in adult Apr 21 2024 background smartphones
play a critical role in increasing human machine interactions with many advantages however the
growing popularity of smartphone use has led to smartphone overuse and addiction this review aims
to systematically investigate the impact of smartphone addiction on health outcomes
mobile phones the effect of its presence on learning and Mar 20 2024 abstract our aim was to
examine the effect of a smartphone s presence on learning and memory among undergraduates a total
of 119 undergraduates completed a memory task and the smartphone addiction scale sas as predicted
those without smartphones had higher recall accuracy compared to those with smartphones
smartphone use and academic performance a literature review Feb 19 2024 in 2018 approximately 77
percent of america s inhabitants owned a smartphone pew research center 2018 defined here as a
mobile phone that performs many of the functions of a computer alosaimi alyahya alshahwan al
mahyijari shaik 2016
mobile phones impacts challenges and predictions harris Jan 18 2024 the mobile phone is
stimulating one of the most important technological revolutions in human history this article
first presents impacts challenges and predictions of mobile phone use
the effects of smartphone addiction on learning a meta Dec 17 2023 given the conceptualization of
smartphone addiction an individual who experiences any of the six components of addiction
including salience mood modification tolerance withdrawal symptoms conflict and craving has
developed a behavioral addiction to smartphone use
a systematic review of smartphone based human activity Nov 16 2023 a systematic review of
smartphone based human activity recognition methods for health research marcin straczkiewicz peter
james jukka pekka onnela npj digital medicine 4 article number 148
the smartphone as a tool for mobile communication research Oct 15 2023 mobile communication is
characterized by a connectedness and an always online always connected experience b a traceable
and highly personalized communication environment and finally and c synchronous and asynchronous
interactivity resulting in frequent but short communication episodes
brain drain the mere presence of one s own smartphone Sep 14 2023 the sharp penetration of
smartphones both across global markets and into consumers everyday lives represents a phenomenon
high in meaning and mattering e g kernan 1979 mick 2006 one that has the potential to affect the
welfare of billions of consumers worldwide
mobile phone addiction evidence from empirical research Aug 13 2023 introduction recent
technological innovations have led to a proliferation of mobile and smartphones which have become
the cornerstone of modern societies in the 21 st century in terms of communication notifications
and entertainment



a qualitative study of the perceived impact of mobile phone Jul 12 2023 a qualitative study of the
perceived impact of mobile phone technology and social media use on cognitive and social
functioning july 2022 thesis for msc mental health psychology advisor
smartphones at work a qualitative exploration of Jun 11 2023 abstract this study explores the
impacts and psychological antecedents of smartphone dependency at work analyzing semistructured
interviews with 32 full time employees in china the findings show that dependence on smartphones
at work seems to increase workers perceived job performance and workplace social capital
mobile phone addiction symptoms impacts and causes a review May 10 2023 research has unequivocally
demonstrated the detrimental effects of smartphone addiction on both physical and mental health
specifically research has shown that smartphone addiction
cell phone addiction and psychological and physiological Apr 09 2023 some researcher examined
adolescent s physical health or educational performance with smartphone addiction and others
analyzed psychological behavior and social relationship with mobile phone addiction in these
articles some of the latest studies were overviewed
introduction why study mobile phones pew research center Mar 08 2023 to understand the role that
cell phones play in teens lives the pew research center s internet american life project and
michigan s department of communication studies conducted a survey and focus groups in the latter
part of 2009
pdf academic research paper the impact of mobile Feb 07 2023 my research paper s main goal the
impact of mobile technology on social behavior and human relationships is to demonstrate how
mobile phone especially the smartphones has affected our
anything but the phone communication mode preferences in Jan 06 2023 future research should
investigate the impact of covid 19 on autistic people s communication preferences as video calling
has become much more commonly used and potentially combines benefits and challenges of other modes
discussed in this article
mobile phones news research and analysis the Dec 05 2022 articles on mobile phones displaying 1 20
of 240 articles march 11 2024 we looked at all the recent evidence on mobile phone bans in schools
this is what we found marilyn campbell
frontiers the interplay of psychological resilience and Nov 04 2022 the three classes affected by
the lca were as follows normal mobile phone use high risk mobile phone use and mobile phone
addiction 21 25 of the mobile phone users fell into the category of normal 32 1 of the mobile
phone users were categorized as high risk and the rest 46 65 were placed into the addiction group
smartphones pew research center Oct 03 2022 smartphones publications displaying 1 10 of 63 results
short readsjun 12 2024 72 of u s high school teachers say cellphone distraction is a major problem
in the classroom some 72 of high school teachers say that students being distracted by cellphones
is a major problem in their classroom reportmar 11 2024
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